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Abstract
Well-formed single crystals of barite, strontium barite, celestite, and anglesite have been
synthesized in gram quantities from dilute aqueous solutions in borosilicate glass flasks by a
slow precipitation procedure over a range of experimental conditions. The largest crystals were
grown in a 0.03 molar HCI solution, near 95"C in a non-uniformly heated flask by combining
dilute metal chloride and sodium sulfate solutions at a rate of less than 5 mllhour. The optimum
metal concentrations for growing large crystals were 0.01 molar for barite, O.02 molar for
celestite, and 0.03 molar for anglesite. The optimum Na,SOr solution concentrations were 0.01
molar for barites and 0.02 molar for the other sulfates. Maximum dimensions for the thick
tabular single crystals were 0.8 mm for barite, 1.2 mm for celestite, and2.3 mm for anglesite,
In contrast amorphous or submicron-sized precipitates resulted from the use of more concentrated solutions, too rapid a solution cornbination rate, the use of plastic ware, the use of
magnetic stirring, inadequate cleaning of glassware,and uniform heating of the flask.
For the carbonates,witherite and strontianite crystals over I mm long were grown in a flask
designedto be completely filled with solution. The crystals were grown by combining 0.02 molar
metal chloride and sodium bicarbonate solutions at a rate near 5 ml/hr. at 80"C in solutions
that were initially 0.001 molar in HCl. Unlike the sulfate minerals, a uniformly heated flask
resulted in larger carbonate crystals.
The crystals of sulfate and carbonate minerals had the same indices of refraction as natural
minerals. The spacing and intensities of powder diffraction peaks agreed with those published
in the Powder Diffraction File for the minerals,

fnhoduction
Many minerals that exhibit low solubilities in
aqueoussolutions are difficult to synthesizein the
laboratory,especiallywhen coarse,crystaUinematerial is needed.As an alternative,the experimentalist may haveto usenaturalmaterialsthat may be impure becauseof ionic substitutionsor small foreign
inclusions.In many such experimentalstudiesthe
presenceof theseimpurities and the chemicaleffects
that they may causeare neglected.In somechemical
systems,the effectsproduced by impurities may be
negligible;however,in other systemsthe effectsmay
be very large.For example,the presenceof strontium
in barite markedly affectsthe barium concentration
in solutions(Gundlach,Stoppel,and Striibel, lg72).
The use of syntheticminerals of known high purity
that are chemically and structurally identical to the
naturalmineralswould eliminatethe needto correct
for coprecipitatedimpurities or to justify ignoring
their presence.There are other advantasesalso. A
radioactiveor isotopictracer could be idded when

the mineral is synthesizedas an analytical aid. Also,
since synthetic crystals have a well developed external morphology, studies of crystal growth, dissolution, and alteration can be made (Blount and
Beckrnan, 1974).
The initial objective of the synthesis studies reported here was to develop a reliable procedure for
making gram quantities of pure, coarsely crystalline
barite (BaSOa) for both hydrothermal solubility and
phase stability studies. Similarly, procedures were
then developed for synthesizing anglesite (PbSO+),
celestite (SrSoa), witherite (BaCOa), and strontianite (SrCO3) from acqueous solutions at conditions
similar to those that are believed to have precipitated
the natural minerals. Normally, however, precipitates from aqueous solutions in the laboratory are
very fine grained, poorly crystalline, and tend to be
easily broken. An extensive survey of the literature
was therefore undertaken to learn what factors may
be important for the synthesis of these minerals.
Large crystals of synthetic barite, celestite, and
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These precipitatesare therefore not suitable for O'Rourke and Johnson (1955) and Bogen and
many types of experimentalstudies.Precipitatesof Moyer (1956) both observedthat either filtering or
SrSO+ and PbSO+ have similar properties.Long aging the BaClz solutions for 24 ot more hours
digestionperiodsin hot aqueoussolutionshavebeen reducedthe number of crystals l0-fold compared
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Dependingupon the experimentalconditions, the
averagegrain sizevariedbetween1.2 and 6 microns.
The largestgrainswere producedin glasswarethat
had been carefully cleaned and by using dilute
solutions(below 0.001 molar) that had been aged,
filtered, or boiled prior to use. Mealor and Townshend(1966a,b) showedthat all solutionscontained
numerousminute particles(heteronuclei)that provided possiblenucleationsites.Attempts to remove
these heteronucleiwere unsuccessful.
Precipitation
processes
from dilute (0.01 molar) solutionswere
always heterogeneous.
The addition of other dissolved substancesto solutions has brought about
an increasein the averagegrain size in rapid precipitations(Fischerand Rhinehammer,1954). The
averagegrain size of BaSO+precipitatesincreased
from 14 micronsin water to 135 micronsin a 0.005
molar FeCl3solution.
Crystal perfection strongly dependsupon chemical conditions.Nielson (1958) showedthat low
concentrationsfavored surface-controlledgrowth
rates and the formation of orthorhombic crvstals.
At higher reagentconcentrations,
diffusionallycontrolled growth processesbecameimportant and starlike crystalswere produced.Gordon (1955) recommendedhomogeneousprecipitation procedures
using sulfamic acid or similar slow reacting compoundsas a sourcefor sulfatebecausea slow rate
of precipitationfavoredthe formationof densecrystals with a minimum coprecipitationof other ions
from solution. Fischer and Rhinehammer(1953)
also showedthat the perfectionof BaSOr crystals
(averagesize 14 microns) was markedly improved
for rapid precipitationswhen the solutions were
aged,dilute (0.016molar), acidic (pH 0.5-1), and
hot (98"C). Crystals grown in cool or in nearneutral solutionswere larger (up to 60 microns)
but tended to be feathery, irregular, friable, and
buoyant.
Espig and Neels (1967) were able to precipitate
BaSOa,SrSOa,and PbSO+crystalswith good crystalline forms at room temperature from rapidly
mixed dilute solutionsrangingup to 500 times saturation concentrations.
The crystalsproducedwere
small: SrSOato 15 microns,BaSOato 30 microns,
PbSO+to 50 microns. Crystal forms varied dependingupon the concentrationand compositionof
solutions.They proposed but did not carry out
growing much larger crystalsby repeatedadditions
of supersaturated
solutionsto a solutioncontaining
somecrystals.
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Burkhard (1973) dissolvedaqueousprecipitates
of barium and strontium sulfates in concentrated
sulfuric acid and reprecipitatedthe solid by slowly
evaporatingthe acid at 160'C. (Ba,Sr)SOasolid
solution crystalsover the whole rangewere prepared
including pure barite and celestite.Well-formed individual crystalsup to 2 mm long were preparedin
this manner.Intermediatecompositioncrystalswere
smallerand lessperfectin form with a barrel-shaped
form at 55 percentSrSO+.
Experimental
Review of previous studies on the precipitation
of BaSO+indicateda number of experimentalconditions that could be applied in developinga procedurefor producinglarge and densesinglecrystals
of barite of high purity. Six of the experimental
conditionsthat dppearedto be most important are
listedbelow.
(1) Clean glassware:All glasswarewas initially
cleanedusing a hot chromic-sulfuricacid cleaning
solution. After rinsing thoroughly with distilled
water, the glasswarewas cleanedusing steamfrom
distilled water following the procedure described
by Nielsen (1957) or cleanedusing a 0.1 molar
Eore solution as recommendedby Liteanu and
Lingner (1970a).
(2) Solution homogenization:Experimentalsolutions were used only after they had aged for
severaldaysor were filteredor boiled.
(3) Solution concentrations:Experimentalsolutions were diluted or made at concentrationsbetween0.001 and 0.03 molar.
(4) pH: Experimentalsolutionsin the flask were
madeacidicby the additionof HCI to obtain a concentrationbetween0. 1 and 0.6 molar.
(5) Temperature:The precipitationswere carried out at temperaturesbetween90 and 98'C.
(6) Precipitationrate: The precipitatingsolution
at room temperaturewas added at a rate between
2 and 5 ml/hr to the hot solution in the flask so
that the precipitationwas carried out very slowly
over a period of many days.
All experimentalsolutionswere preparedusing
reagentgrade chemicalsand distilled water. Most
solutionswere preparedwell in advanceof the time
of their use.The experimentalequipment(Fig. 1a)
consistsof a gravity feed system for adding the
precipitatingsolution, an Erlenmeyerprecipitation
flask, and a standardhot plate with a variabletemperaturecontrol. The gravity feed systemis com-
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posed of a borosilicateglasschromatographiccolTeflon
umn with a 500 ml reservoir,a precision-type
needlevalve to control rate of solution flow, a disposable Pasteur pipet for a drip tip, and several
pieces of Tygon tubing to make connections:The
Teflon needle valve is positioned to the side to
prevent air bubbles that accumulatein the tubing
above the drip tip from blocking the valve. The
flasks used ranged in volume from 1 to 6 liters.
A perforated watch glass reduces the evaporation
rate of the solution. The flask is centrally placed on
a short (3 cm high) circular aluminumblock whose
diameteris about 1./3 that of the bottom of the flask.
This block promotes convectivemixing in the solution.

ob
Ftc.

1. Experimental apparatus for growing (a) sulfate
minerals and (b) carbonate minerals.

lcgend : A-Chromatographic
B-Tygon tubing connector
C-Precision valve
D-Drip tip
E-Thermometer
F-Perforated cover glass
G-Erlenmeyer flask
H-Aluminum block

column
I-Variable control hot plate
J-Flask solution
J'-Precipitating solution
K-Flask closure
L-Inlet tube
M-Outlet tube
N-Silicone oil temperaturebath

For a precipitation experiment, the Erlenmeyer
flask was partly filled (l/6 to l/2 of its capacity)
with one solution, generallythe metal chloride. This
solution was acidified, heated to the desired temperature, and the precipitating solution, generally
NazSO+,added. The precipitationwas allowed to
proceed from severaldays up to severalweeks depending upon the volume of solutions to be combined. The precipitatewas separatedby filtration
while the solution was hot.
Minor difficulty was encounteredin maintaining
a constantrate of flow for long periods of time with
the gravity flow system.Air tended to collect in the
tubing below the metering valve' This air was expelled periodically to prevent obstruction of the
valve. The valve also requiredminor adjustmentto
keepthe flow rate asconstantas possible.Variations
in flow rate below 5 ml/hr did not appear to affect
the size and perfection of the precipitate.Additions
at a more rapid rate (e.g', 2O ml/hr) resultedin
a finer grained precipitate. It was not possible to
examine quantitatively the effect of rate of flow
on the size of crystalsbecauseof the rather poor
control obtained from the gravity feed system. A
motor-driven infusion pump could be used for such
a study and to keep the flow rate constant.
A number of variations in experimental procedures and conditions were examined, but only a
few improved the quality and increasedthe quantity
of solid produced. Many had no noticeable effect
or else markedly degradedthe quality of the precipitate. Eight of these variations are described
below.
The possibility
1. Effect of additionalsubstances:
that other substancesin solution could increase
the size of crystals (Fischer and Rhinehammer'
1954) was examinedby adding ferric chloride to
a solution. There was no noticeablechangein the
size of crystals; however, a reddish precipitate was
observedon some of the crystals.While a single
experimentis not conclusive,the lack of any change
and the contamination of the crystals made this
approach unattractive. Precipitation of barite from
a 2 molar NaCl solution resulted in the formation
of finer grainedprecipitate.
2. Etrect of stirring: Stirring with a Teflon-covered magnetic stirring bar produced an exceedingly
fine grained solid. Possibly the Teflon catalyzed
the precipitation,or the rotating stirring bar ground
the solid. This method of stirring is detrimental.
Mechanical stirring of solutions in the precipitating
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flask was not studiedfurther becauseof the successful use of thermal convectiondescribedbelow.
3. Use of plasticwareflask: In one experiment
a polycarbonate Erlenmeyer flask was substituted
for the borosilicateflask.Becauseof the temperature
limit of polycaibonate,this flask was heated in a
water bath. The BaSO+ precipitate produced was
extremely fine grained, resembling that obtained
during rapid precipitations.Also a carbonatephase
composedof long, highly birefringentcrystalswas
evident. Polycarbonateflasks were not used after
this result.
4. Use of larger flasks: The initial studiesused
1 liter Erlenmeyerflasks,which limited the quantity
of barite precipitateto about l/2 gram. Use of a
6 liter flask produceda better precipitatewith the
addedadvantageof a 2 to 3 gram yield of crystals.
5. Thermal convection:Heating the flask on a
hot plate createsthermal convectionin the flask
whereas placing the flask in a silicone oil bath
providedmore uniform heatingand thus suppressed
convectionmixing. Such suppressionproducedsignificantly smaller crystals.In the next experiment,
the flask was placedon a small diameteraluminum
block in order to increasethermal gradientsand
convectionin the solution in the flask. Fewer crystals were produced and there was a recognizeable
increasein crystal size and perfection.
6. HCI concentrationvariation: The concentration of HCI was varied betweenapproximately0.01
and 0.67 molar. Increasingthe acid concentration
up to about 0.3 molar seemedto favor the growth
of larger crystals.One experimentat 0.67 molar
HCI resultedin a finer-grainedprecipitate.
7. Reversal of solutions: Normally, a NazSO+
solution was added to an acidifiedmetal chloride
solution. In a few experiments,the metal chloride
solution was added to an acidified Na2SOasolution. There was essentiallyno significant difference
in the precipitatesproducedby reversingthe solutions.
8. Variation in solution concentration: Sulfate
mineralswere precipitatedfrom metal chloride solutions rangingfrom 0.001 to 0.1 molar usingsodium
sulfatesolutionsrangingfrom 0.005 to 0.02 molar.
Optimum solution concentrationsfor precipitating
large amountsof coarse-grained
crystalsof barite,
celestite,and anglesitecould not be sharplydefined.
Rather these sulfate minerals seem to precipitate
over a range of solution concentrations.There is a
maximum concentrationthat may be used for each
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sulfate mineral. Precipitatesfrom more concentrated solutions are finer grained and of poorer
quality. Maximum (optimal) concentrationsare
listedin Table 1.
Considerableefiort was also spent on attempts
to grow baritescontainingstrontiumsulfate.In these
experimentsit was desirableto attempt to maintain
a constantsolution compositionin the precipitation
flask. This was done by adding a secondsolution,
that had nearly the same compositionas the precipitated barite, at the same rate that the sodium
sulfate solution was being added. Here again the
gravity feed systempresentedcontrol difficultiesand
two 50 ml buretteswere usedto keep track of solution volumesbeingadded.
Since the solubility of BaSOa,increaseswith increasingtemperatureup to at least 125'C (Templeton, 1960;Blount, l97I), the possibilitythat BaSOa
could be recrystallized in HCI solutions along a
decreasingthermal gradient was investigated.Approximately 3 grams of very fine-grainedanalytical
reagent grade BaSOa was placed in one end of
a 1 inch diameterPyrex glass test tube that was
neckeddown to 1/2 inch in the middle. The tube
wasfilled to 95 percentof capacitywith a 0.6 molar
HCI solution and sealed. The end of the tube
containingthe BaSOrwas placedin a tubular muffie
furnaceand heatedto 95'C. The cooler end of the
tube outside the mufle furnace was near 40oC.
After severalweeks,small crystalswere seenin the
coolerportion of the tube.After 6 weeks,the experiment was terminatedand the solid examined.The
recrystallizedsolid consistedof well formed single
crystalsof barite that were up to 0.03 mm long
comparedto the 0.001 micron size of the original
reagentpowder.
For comparisonpurposesattemptswere made to
Tlnrs 1. ExperimentalSolution Compositionsfor
ProducingLarge Crystalsof Sulfate Minerals*
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Fro. 2. Scanningelectron microscopephoto of barite crystal.
Damagedsurfaceshowscleavage.Bar is 0.5 mm long.

produce barite by some of the previously discussed
procedures.Following Espig and Neels (1967), a
0.0033 molar BaClz solution was rapidly mixed
with a 0.0033 molar Na2SO+solution at room temperature in a clean flask and allowed to stand for
72 hours before filtration. A fine precipitate was
observed about 1 minute after the solutions were
mixed. The resulting precipitate consisted of small
1-2 micron crystals. A few plateJike crystals up to
15 microns long were observed; however, these
were so thin (2 microns) that they did not show
any apparent birefringence and were very easily
broken into smaller fragments. An attempt was also
made to grow barite crystals in NaCl melts, following the procedure described by Patel and Bhat
(197I). A mixture of BaSO+ and NaCl was placed
in a platinum crucible and heated to 900'C in a
muffie furnace. The furnace was cooled in successive
steps to 700"C and then shut off to cool. The
BaSO+ in the crucible had recrystallized to produce
shardlike grains with numerous inclusions of NaCl.
The platinum crucible also showed considerable
etching and pitting.
The precipitation procedure used for the synthesis of sulfate minerals was used for precipitating
the carbonate minerals witherite, BaCO3, and strontianite, SrCOg. Dilute (0.02 molar) BaClz and SrCIz
chloride solutions that were 0.001 molar in HCI
were heated to 80-85'C on a hot plate. A 0.02

molar NaHCO3 solution was slowly added at a
rate between 5 and 10 ml/hr until precipitation
appearedcomplete. The precipitate was entirely
crystallinewith grainsbetween0.001 mm and 0.30
mm in length. The crystals were generally blade
like with a width between l/4 and I/20 of their
length. X-ray diftraction and optical parameters
wereidenticalto thoseobtainedfor naturalwitherite
and strontianite. Several variations in the experimental procedure were employed in an effort to
improve the quality of the precipitate.Reducing
convection in the flask by placing the flask in a
shallow oil bath resulted in some improvement.
Further, surface-growncrystals were eliminated by
redesigningthe flask (Fig. lb) so that the flask
could be completelyfilled with solution.Rather large
crystals(Fig. 7) up to about L mm grew at the tip
of the inlet tube near the bottom of the flask. The
excesssolution escapedfrorn the flask through an
exit in the top of the cap piece.
Discussion
The simple precipitationproceduredescribedin
this report has been used many times for the synthesis of crystallinebarite, celestite,and anglesite.
Precipitatesof theseminerals(Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5)
generallyconsistedof many individual crystals of
varioussizeswith a distinctiveexternalmorphology.
Small crystal aggregateswere also common. The

Frc. 3. Scanning electron microscope photo of celestite crystal. Bar is 0.5 mm lone.
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successof the procedureis due to establishingconditions that allowed slow growth to occur (from
0.01 to 0.1 mm/day) on a minimum number of
crystals.No fine-grained(less than 0.002 mm) or
optically amorphous material was observed in experimentalsyntheses
carried out over a broad range
of chemicalconditions.Very fine-grainedprecipitates
were obtainedwhen solution concentrationssignificantly exceededthoselisted in Table 1 (e.9.,bariLe
or celestiteprecipitatedfrom 0.1 molar solutions)or
when other experimental conditions that degraded
the precipitate-e.g., stirring, use of plastic ware,
poor cleaning,excessivecombination rates-were
used.
The perfectionof individualcrystalsvaried somewhat. The sulfatecrystalsgrew on the glasssurface
in the solution. The crystal facesnext to the glass
surface were less well developed.Some crystals
showed twinning, satellite crystals, and surface
irregularitiesdue to unevengrowth. The larger crystals were generallymore imperfect in their external
morphology.The sulfatecrystalshad very small fluid
inclusionsthat appearedto be filled. The external
morphology,indicesof refraction,and other optical
propertieswere the same as for natural minerals.
Interplanar spacingsand peak intensitiesagreewith
valuespublishedin the X-ray PowderData File.

Frc. 4. Scanning electron microscopephoto (oblique view)
of anglesitecrystal. Bar is 0.5 mm long.
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of strontiumbarite crystal (0.1
Fro. 5, Photomicrograph
molefractionSr) in plainlight.Bar is 0.05mm long.

Variations in average crystal size occurred between successiveprecipitations of the sulfate minerals under seemingly identical conditions. The average crystal size increased as the quantity of crystals
decreased. Crystals produced in poorly cleaned
flasks were not only finer grained but occurred in
streaks, suggestingthat the presenceof foreign matter on the glass surface may have aided nucleation.
The presence of seed crystals did not prevent the
nucleation of new crystals. Also, additional new
crystals appeared in the flask after the appearanceof
the initial group of crystals. La Mer and Dinegar
(1951) and Collins and Leineweber (1956) showed
that the degree of supersaturation (concentration in
excess of the solubility of the solid) necessary for
nucleation was strongly dependent upon the content
of foreign particulate matter (heteronuclei) that
could serve as nucleation centers. Nucleation on
heteronuclei required a supersaturation between 14
and 58 times the solubility for BaSOr. Walton (1963)
and Mealor and Townshend (1966b) showed that
homogeneousnucleation of BaSO+ required a supersaturation factor near 1000. Homogeneous nucleation is characterized by the rapid appearance of vast
numbers of new particles rather than nucleation on
the heteronuclei already present in the solution.
Homogeneous nucleation is clearly undesirable for
the production of large crystals. Studies by Mealor
and Townshend (1966a, b) suggestthat true homo-
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geneous precipitation would be very difficult to obtain. The precipitation of sulfate minerals described
in this study must be on heteronuclei. Mealor and
Townshend indicated that the number of heteronuclei
in aqueous solutions is near 106 particles/cc. The
formation of an estimated 106 to 107 crystals from
liter quantities of solution suggeststhat some heteronuclei serve as crystallization centers much better
than do many others. The very slow precipitation
rate prevented the formation of crystals on most of
the heteronuclei.
Nancollas (1968) showed that crystal growth
rates depended upon the crystal surface area and
the degree of supersaturation.When only a relatively
small number of large crystals are present, the surface area is greatly reduced compared to an equivalent mass of very small crystals. Variations in addition rates would then cause larger variations in
growth rates and the degree of supersaturation. Too
rapid an addition rate could increase the level of
supersaturation sufficiently to cause nucleation to
take place on additional heteronuclei in spite of the
presenceof a solid precipitate. Growth rates of crystals would greatly increaseunder such conditions but
morphological perfection would decrease. The use
of persulfate-thiosulfatesolutions to generate sulfate
ion in solutions was not used becausea much slower
addition rate was desired than such a reaction produces. Most persulfate-thiosulfateprecipitations were
completed within 1-2 hours (e.9., Mealor and
Townshend, I966a, b) with a significantly smaller
crystal size. Slow precipitations were completed only
after 3 to 20 days time. The preparation of large
crystals of sulfate requires clean equipment and careful control of additional rates. The preparation of
ultra-clean solutions with a low heteronuclei content
seems to be unnecessary.If the larger heteronuclei
are more favorable nucleation sites for the sulfate
minerals, their removal could be detrimental.
Smaller heteronuclei probably Vastly outnumber
larger ones. Nucleation on the smaller ones could
result in the formation of larger numbers of crystals.
There is a considerable difference in maximum
crystal sizes (Table 1). The order of increasing size
agrees with the order of increasing solubility of the
minerals reported by Blount and Dickson (1968),
Stri.ibel (1968) and Blount (197I). The solubility
of these minerals in HCI solutions exceeds that in
water alone and appears to increase with increasing
temperature. Most of the crystals precipitated in the
cooler oart of the flask. A roush indication of rela-

tive solubility is provided by the amount of precipitatingsolutionthat mustbe addedbeforeprecipitated
crystalsare observedin the flask. Barite precipitation
requiredless NazSO+solution than celestitewhich
in turn required less than anglesite. Solubility of
anglesitein HCI solutions was markedly greater in
hot than in cold solutions.A considerableamount
of fine grainedPbSO+was precipitatedfrom filtered
hot residual solutions after these solutions had
cooled to room temperature. Similar precipitates
werenot observedin cooledsolutionsobtainedfrom
It appeared
barite or celestitesynthesisexperiments.
that carrying out the precipitationunder conditions
that enhancedthe solubility of the sulfate minerals
aidedin the formationof largercrystals.
Most strontium-bearingbarite crystals had the
samegeneralmorphology as the pure barite or pure
celestitecrystals.At rather high strontium sulfate
contents (Sr/Ba = 0. 1 or greater), many crystals
had a distortedbarrel-shapedappearance(Fig. 5).
Thesecrystalsshowedextinction only along narrow
bandsthat becomeconstrictedtoward the center of
the crystal. X-ray difiraction peaks for strontium
bariteswere intermediatein position betweenthose
of barite and celestite.Slight broadeningof the 002
and 111 difiractionpeakswas observedas reported
previously by Renault and Brower (1971). This
broadeningincreasedwith increasingstrontiumcontent. Examinationof thesecrystalsusingthe electron
microprobe suggestedthat the earliest formed portion of the crystalhad a higherbarium content.Resultsof spot analysesalongthe rim (last precipitated
material) indicated that it was uniform to within
i5 percent,the precisionof the measurements.
A comparisonbetweensome solution and solid
compositionsfor strontium barites (Fig. 6) indicatesthat a very high Sr concentrationis required
in solutionsto produce appreciablecoprecipitation
of Sr in barites.Sr/Ba ratios in the solid vary between 1/30 to 1/80 of the Sr/Ba ratio in the solution. The scatterin the data is due to compositional
variationsin the experimentalsolutions.The mole
ratios of Sr/Ba in the solution and in the solid are
relatedby the equation,
Sr** : . srSoo
n
Buso,
Bu**
in which,t is a distributioncoefficient.Starke(1964)
showed that r varied with temperature,rate of
growth, and solution composition.Hanor (1968)
consideredthat a value of ). : 33 would fit his dis-
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tribution model for the Sr-Ba sulfate solid solution
series;however,valuesas high as 66 would also be
possible.Most of the Sr barites synthesizedin this
study lie betweenthe lines representingr = 33 and
tr : 66. Brower and Renault (I97I) consideredthat
the Sr-Ba sulfatesolid solution serieswas ideal in
behavior, so that ,\ is equal to the ratio of the
thermodynamic solubility products (KspSrSO+/
KspBaSO+)of pure Sr or Ba sulfate.K'*o values
were estimatedat 95oC from celestiteand barite
solubilitydata (Blount and Dickson, 1968; Blount,
I97I) . The ratio of the solubility products obtained
from these previous solubility studies is 390. A ,1,
value this large doesnot fit the resultsobtainedduring the presentstudy,asshownin Figure 6.
The sulfate crystals produced by rapid precipitation or flux fusion were definitely less satisfactory.
Possiblymuch better crystals could be made by
thesemethods if the proper type of equipment was
availableand the proceduresusedby previousworkFrc. 7. Scanningelectron microscopephoto of witherite
ers closely followed. The recrystallizationof sulfate
crystals.
Bar is 0.1mm long.
mineralsalonga thermalgradient,while possible,is
quite slow, and the crystals produced are much
smaller than those precipitated from solution. This method was not thoroughly investigated because
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synthesis by combining solutions proved to be reliable, faster, and productive of larger crystals. Barite
crystals prepared by the procedure described by
Burkhard (1.973) could be satisfactory for many
types of studies.However, most crystals contain fluid
inclusions that are filled with the solution in which
they grew. Recrystallization would, in time, cause
leakage from these inclusions and alter the composition of experimental solutions used for solubility and
phase equilibria studies. The leakage from fluid inclusions filled with concentrated sulfuric acid would
have a significantly greater effect than leakage from
fluid inclusions filled with a 0.01 molar aqueous salt
solution.
Witherite and strontianite crystals grew in a distinctly different manner than the sulfate minerals.
Many of the crystals grew on the surface of the solution in contact with the COz rich vapor phase. A
large amount of the precipitate consisted of these
small (1-10 micron) crystals. When the surfacegrown crystals were eliminated, most of the precipitation took place at the end of the glass tube used
to introduce the NaHCO3 solutions. Very little precipitation took place on the bottom or sides of the
flask. Some carbonate precipitated from the overflow
solutions after they stood for several days. While
some crystals grew to lengths in excess of 1 mm,
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several percent of the crystals were less than 2
microns. No amorphous material was observed. It
seemedthat the carbonate crystals were more easily
nucleated than were crystals of sulfate. As for sulfate
crystals, variations in addition rates may result in
the continued nucleation of crystals. While the product was satisfactory for experimental work on the
alteration of sulfate and carbonate minerals (Blount
and Beckman, 7974), further improvement in the
quality of the carbonate precipitates may be possible
by using solutions more dilute than 0.02 molar and
by using a more reliable solution-addition method.
The use of the results of this study to suggest
formation conditions for barium and_strontium sulfate and carbonate minerals in nature is subject to
question. Some possible restrictions with respect to
the formation of coarse-grainedhydrothermal barites
are worth discussing. Laboratory synthesis experiments were made using clean equiprnent at strongly
acidic conditions. Natural hydrothermal solutions
were probably much less acidic and the environment
certainly was not laboratory-clean. The $owth of
large crystals suggeststhat nucleation rates were very
low. This also requires low levels of supersaturation.
Growth rates then would have been very much
slower than those observed under laboratorv conditions.
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